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GOOD MORNING! 

Welcome to the Wednesday 
Issue of Your BetFan Sport Fix. 

Your free daily tips are now available 
and today they’re courtesy of BetFan’s 
Best of The Best, Bet Fairway, Two 
Percent Club & Nap Investor.


CLICK HERE they are ready and 
waiting for you and we wish you the 
best of luck with all todays sports 
betting.


Catch you again tomorrow morning.


Yours In Sport,


The BetFan Group
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Howard’s Eye-Catchers & Racing Hottie By Howard Davis-Shaw


Well at long last there is a possibility that Newcastle Utd could be about to be taken 
over in a massive deal with Mike Ashley selling to Amanda Staveley. She is a Yorkshire 
business woman who runs an equity company worth over £20 billion. Amanda came 
to prominence when she took a loan to open the upmarket restaurant Stocks in 
Newmarket and rubbed shoulders with wealthy Arab and Irish race horse owners.


She is the person that brokered the deal for Sheikh Mansour to buy Man City and was 
influential in keeping Barclays Bank afloat during the banking crisis. The lady is also 
very much into investing in gold bullion which is something I endorse with global 
inflation on the increase effecting all our purchasing power. What you might not know 
she was once Prince Andrews girlfriend and once featured on page 3 in the Sun.


One would hope the deal goes through as the Magpies are in my opinion the best 
supported club in the land when they continue to get fifty thousand plus for every 
game even when they were relegated and playing in the Championship.


While I’m still on football a word to the wise as I have been approached on my 
Facebook page by someone sending me private messages giving me tips on foreign 
lower league games. Well the first 5 were all winning games after which they asked for 
400 Euros to join for a month which I declined. They then gave me another game in 
Brazil Serie B to bet on Parana who lost, however when I looked at their website they 
claimed the other team Figueirense was the selection. I have tried to contact them 
without success so I have reported them to Facebook. Please therefore be careful if 
these crooks approach you with obscure football selections.


What a fab win by Enable in the Arc as she has now proved to be one of the modern 
day greats. Wouldn’t it be amazing if when she retires to the paddocks and she is 
mated with the other wonder horse of this generation Frankel.


Plenty of action today and Howie’s Hottie goes in the 7.40 Kempton a classy mile 
handicap. My money is on Kentuckyconnection who ran a good 5th in last years 
2,000gns but has not been able repeat that good run. He has however dropped in the 
ratings to a winnable mark and could go well at a very big price.


EYE-CATCHERS 
FLAT RACING 

Newmarket Warrior trainer I.Jardine - Ran well at Newcastle after a break and will be 
fitter next time.
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Fire Brigade trainer M.Bell - Didn’t quite see out 9 furlongs and a drop back to a mile 
would help on his favoured soft surface.


Thundering Blue trainer D.Menuisier - Ran well in the Cambridgeshire but a return to 
further is needed.


Udontdodou trainer R.Guest - Easy winner at Chelmsford and has more to offer.


Nonno Giulio trainer C.Dore - Down the field at Chelmsford from a wide draw but still 
showed plenty of pace and has dropped to a tempting mark. 


Enable Is 3/1 To Win The Arc By Rick Elliott


The racing news agenda is dominated by whether Enable will run as a four-year-old 
and beyond. The owners have a history of allowing their superstars to race on and 
Frankel was campaigned as a four-year-old. Enable’s massive stud value is now set in 
stone and nothing will detract from the horse’s record aged three. It’s a speculative 
bet and you are betting on the horse staying in training but you can get 3/1 with 
Bet365 that ENABLE wins the 2018 Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe. She could start odds-
on but you are tying up money for a year and the horse could be retired.


There are less mundane matters at Bangor-on-Dee. It is the only track in Britain that 
does not have a grandstand. You view the races from a grass verge which is about 
100 yards beyond the finishing post so you watch finishes head-on and not from the 
side of the track. It is the epitome of a minor meeting but the steak and kidney pies 
from the tea bar are superb. The day you go to Bangor is enhanced by backing 
winners and there is one standout bet today.  


Any fool could tip Bedrock to win the 3.15pm race at 2/5 but this fool is going to resist 
that temptation. Big Penny in the first is a much better proposition at the odds on 
offer. The horse is trained by Jonjo O’Neill who knows the time of day with the gee 
gees. He’s done the lot as a jockey and trainer and appreciates the value of a decent 
horse. BIG PENNY is a former Irish pointer who is progressing well over hurdles. The 
horse could go on to better things which makes the 15/8 with Paddy Power a price 
worth taking.  


With World Cup qualifiers tomorrow night and over the weekend there are no major 
football matches today. If Tranmere hosting Leyton Orient in the England National 
League is your thing you have something to look forward to this evening. The darts 
World Grand Prix has a double-in format and its taking place in Dublin where PETER 
WRIGHT is the banker bet at 2/7 with bet365 to beat Mervyn King. A win would 
enable him to progress to the nest round! 
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Bookie Offer - EVERY PLAYER, EVERY GAME! 

That's right, for every Premier League game this season this bookie will be top price 
on all players in the first goal scorer markets. For all of our new customers, why not 
sign up with code G10 and take advantage of this with your guaranteed £/€10 free bet 
after you've deposited and bet £/€5?


>>> Click Here For Your Top Price <<< 
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